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Diamond Estate Jewelry Buyers Explains How to
Sell a Diamond Ring with Online Diamond Price
Calculators
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New tutorial helps people better understand the worth of their
diamond ring by using free diamond price calculators.
SAN DIEGO, CA, March 14, 2019 /24-7PressRelease/ -- In recent
years, the public has become increasingly aware of the wealth stored
in luxury assets such as ne jewelry, especially large carat diamond
engagement rings. In turn, new businesses have emerged to assist
people who want to sell a diamond ring back into the market. The
problem many sellers face is guring out what is actually a good cash
offer for their diamond.
Diamond Estate, one of the country's most prominent estate jewelry buyers, is helping to solve that
problem. They have published a new in-depth article explaining how the public can use online
diamond calculators to gather the pricing information needed to sell a diamond ring con dently.
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"At Diamond Estate, we consider ourselves consumer advocates rst and diamond buyers second,"
explains Carl Blackburn, owner of Diamond Estate. "We are always looking for ways to help people
become better informed about the resale market, so they feel con dent they're selling their diamond
ring for the best possible cash price."
In its new knowledge guide, Diamond Estate ranks the 6 best online diamond calculators based on
ease of use, functionality, and pricing. They then explain how to use those calculators to obtain a good
cash offer from a diamond buyer.
"The key thing for a seller to know," says Blackburn, "is what a similar diamond to your own is selling
for at a competitive online jewelry store. Once that price is established, it's a simple calculation to nd
out what a fair cash offer would look like. Online diamond calculators are the tool to help you
discover that amount."
However, Blackburn noted that exceptions to this general rule can occur when selling a diamond ring
made by a highly-sought after luxury jeweler such as Tiffany & Co., Graff, or Harry Winston. In those
situations, there is added brand value that can increase the value for the ring if demand for the brand
and style of ring is strong.
Diamond Estate's article also discusses the options that people have when deciding where to sell a
diamond ring. From pawn shops and online auctions to consignment shops and direct diamond
buyers, the seller learns how to choose the best diamond buyer for their selling situation.
To learn how to sell your diamond ring for a fair cash offer, please read Diamond Estate's advice at:
Diamond Price Calculators.
With buying locations throughout the United States, Diamond Estate Jewelry Buyers makes
immediate and generous cash offers for your previously-owned diamond jewelry, high-brand jewelry
& watches, large carat diamond engagement rings, antique jewelry, and precious colored gemstones.
We love to meet new clients, learn about your unique items, share our knowledge with you, and help
you make the right decision about selling your luxury gift assets.
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